Caring for my teeth

Choosing a toothbrush.
There are different sorts:

- Manual toothbrush
- Electric toothbrush
- 3 head toothbrush
- Big handle toothbrush

I choose a toothbrush that suits me best.
The manual toothbrush: I brush my teeth on all sides.

The electric toothbrush: I slide the toothbrush over my teeth. The brush makes a noise and vibrates on my teeth. But it doesn’t hurt.

The three head toothbrush: It brushes all sides of my teeth at the same time.
The big-handle toothbrush: The handle is bigger to help me hold the toothbrush.

I need to change my toothbrush every three months.
My dentist may tell me to use one that contains fluoride.

I can choose a toothpaste I like. It comes in different flavours.
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Where can I find SantéBD booklets?

- **On the internet:**
  
  Visit the website: [http://www.santebd.org](http://www.santebd.org)

- **On my tablet or smartphone:**
  
  Download the SantéBD app from:

  ![Google Play](https://play.google.com)  ![App Store](https://apps.apple.com)
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All SantéBD booklets are free.

SantéBD is a project by the NGO CoActis Santé.

[contact@coactis-sante.fr](mailto:contact@coactis-sante.fr)
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